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The origin of the EGB in the LAT energy range.
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Unresolved sources Diffuse processes
Blazars

Dominant class of LAT extra-
galactic sources. Many estima-
tes in literature.  EGB contribu-
tion ranging from 20% - 100% 

Non-blazar active galaxies
27 sources resolved in 2FGL 
~ 25% contribution of radio 
galaxies to EGB expected. 
(Inoue 2011)

Star-forming galaxies
Several galaxies outside the 
local group resolved by LAT. 
Significant contribution to EGB 
expected. (e.g. Pavlidou & Fields, 
2002)

GRBs
High-latitude pulsars

small contributions expected. 
(e.g. Dermer 2007, Siegal-Gaskins et al. 

2010) 

Intergalactic shocks
widely varying predictions of 
EGB contribution ranging from 
1% to 100% (e.g. Loeb & Waxman 
2000, Gabici & Blasi 2003)

Dark matter annihilation
Potential signal dependent on 
nature of DM, cross-section and 
structure of DM distribution 
(e.g. Ullio et al. 2002)

Interactions of UHE cosmic 
rays with the EBL

dependent on evolution of CR 
sources, predictions varying from 
1% to 100 % (e.g. Kalashev et al. 2009)

Extremely large galactic 
electron halo (Keshet et al. 2004)
  

CR interaction in small solar 
system bodys (Moskalenko & Porter 
2009)
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Figure 9. Comparison between the new and the original blazar sequence for all blazars. Note that the original blazar sequence considered five radio luminosity
bins, while the new one considers bins in the ! -ray band.

density U !
ext as measured in the comoving frame of the emitting jet

region, moving with a bulk Lorentz factor ". This is of the order:

U !
ext " "2 [UBLR + UT] , (5)

where the unprimed quantities are measured in the black hole frame.
UBLR and UT are the radiative energy densities due to the BLR and
the torus, respectively.

If the radius of the broad-line region (BLR), RBLR, scales
as RBLR " 1017L

1/2
d,45 cm, we have (see e.g. Ghisellini &

Tavecchio 2009):

UBLR = aLd

4#R2
BLRc

" 1
12#

erg cm#3. (6)

where we have assumed a covering factor a = 0.1 for the broad-line
clouds.

A similar argument can be made for the relevant distance of the
molecular torus. We can assume that the absorbing dust survives
at a temperature TT < 103 K. We can also assume that the torus
re-emits all the disc radiation it intercepts. This is a fraction f of Ld,
that depends on the geometry of the torus itself. For simplicity, and
very crudely, let us assume that its shape is similar to a portion of
a sphere of radius RT that is also the distance from the black hole.
Assuming that f 4#R2

T is the total surface of the torus, we have

4#f R2
T$SBT 4

T = f Ld $ RT " 1.2 % 1018L
1/2
d,45T

#2
T,3 cm. (7)

Since RT & L
1/2
d , also the energy density UT produced by the torus

is constant, as long as we are at a distance smaller than RT from the
black hole:

UT " 0.07f

12#
erg cm#3. (8)

We can conclude that in the comoving frame, U !
ext & "2, therefore

it is nearly constant if the "-factor is approximately the same in
different sources. In this case the cooling rate is the same in FSRQs
of different power.

For BL Lacs, instead, the main radiation mechanism for the high-
energy hump is the synchrotron self-Compton process. It strongly
depends upon the synchrotron radiation energy density in the

Figure 10. Top panel: the SED of a few FSRQs (PKS 1352–104, z = 0.33;
PKS 1346–112, z = 0.34; S4 0110+49, z = 0.389 and 5BZQ 1153+4931,
z = 0.334) compared with the SED of 1ES 0502+675 (z = 0.34), a blue
BL Lac object. All blazars have the same L! (they belong to the same bin
45 < log(L! /erg s#1) < 46), but they have very different SEDs. The red
(for the FSRQs) and blue (for the BL Lac object) lines correspond to a
model (Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2009) that tries to explain the IR to GeV
emission, including the thermal components. The black hole mass found for
the FSRQs is around 108M' and the disc luminosity is Ld = 0.1LEdd. For
BL Lac, we assumed a black hole mass 109M' and Ld = 104LEdd. Bottom
panel: the same occurs also at smaller luminosities. In this figure, PMN
0017–0512 (z = 0.227, orange line) is an FSRQ with a visible accretion disc
component, while PMN 2014–0047 (z = 0.23, black solid line) is a BL Lac
object. FSRQs with black hole of low mass and disc luminosity Ld " 0.1LEdd
have jets of relatively small luminosities, but have an SED looking alike the
most powerful blazars. On the contrary, BL Lacs with a large black hole
mass but with L(10#2LEdd may have the same L! but completely different
SEDs.
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Figure 3. Observed redshift (upper left), luminosity (upper right), photon index (lower left), and source count (lower right) distributions of LAT BL Lac objects. The
continuous solid line is the best-fit LDDE model convolved with the selection effects of Fermi. The error bars reflect the statistical uncertainty including (for the
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respect to the PLE and PDE models. The fit with " = 0 (all
luminosity classes evolve in the same way) already provides a
representation of the data, which is as good as the best-fit PLE
model (see Table 3). If we allow " to vary, the fit improves
further with respect to the baseline LDDE1 model (TS = 30,
i.e., !5.5! ). Figure 3 shows how the LDDE3 model reproduces
the observed distributions.

The improvement of the LDDE2 model with respect to the
PLE3 model can be quantified using the Akaike information
criterion (AIC; Akaike 1974; Wall & Jenkins 2012). For each
model, one can define the quantity AICi = 2npar " 2 ln L,
where npar is the number of free parameters and "2 ln L is
twice the log-likelihood value as reported in Tables 2 and 3. The
relative likelihood of a model with respect to another model can
be evaluated as p = e0.5(AICmin"AICi ), where AICmin comes from
the model providing the minimal AIC value. According to this
test, the PLE3 model has a relative likelihood with respect to
the LDDE2 model of !0.0024. Thus, the model LDDE2 whose
parameters are reported in Table 3 fits the Fermi data better
(!3! ) than the PLE3 model.

In this representation, low-luminosity (L# = 1044 erg s"1)
sources are found to evolve negatively (p1 = "7.6). On
the other hand, high-luminosity (L# = 1047 erg s"1) sources
are found to evolve positively (p1 = 7.1). Both evolutionary
trends are also correctly represented in the best-fit PLE model
(PLE3 in Table 2), but the LDDE model provides a slightly
better representation of the data. The different evolution of
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low-luminosity and high-luminosity sources can be readily
appreciated in Figure 4, which shows the space density of
different luminosity classes of BL Lac objects as a function
of redshift. This figure was created by taking into account the
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5 TWO E P O C H S F O R B L AC K H O L E
F O R M AT I O N ?

Our three blazars join the other two blazars already known in
the SDSS+FIRST region of the sky in the redshift bin 4 <

z < 5 and with a black hole mass MBH > 109 M!: SDSS
J083946.22+511202.8 and SDSS J151002.92+570243.3 (Sbarrato
et al. 2013a). They allow us to infer the existence of a large num-
ber of jetted quasars analogous to the five blazars. Since they are
all observed with !v < 1/", each of them traces the presence
of "2"2 = 338("/13)2 quasars with MBH > 109 M!. Since the
SDSS+FIRST survey covers 8770 deg2, the five blazars imply that
over the whole sky there must exist "7700 jetted AGN with similar
intrinsic properties, namely similar black hole masses. The comov-
ing volume in the redshift frame 4 < z < 5 is "425 Gpc3, therefore
we can conclude that there must be at least 18 radio-loud AGN per
Gpc3 with masses MBH > 109 M!, hosted in jetted systems.

How does this conclusion fit in the current paradigm of supermas-
sive black holes in the early Universe? Fig. 4 shows the comoving
number density of extremely massive black holes (MBH > 109 M!)
hosted by radio quiet (blue line, derived as in Ghisellini et al. 2010
from the mass function in Hopkins et al. 2007) and radio-loud
AGN [orange line, derived from Fermi/LAT (Ajello et al. 2012)
and Swift/BAT (Ajello et al. 2009) blazar luminosity functions as
in Ghisellini et al. 2010. Note that at z > 4 the comoving number
density of jetted quasars is no more supported by data from the two
blazar surveys (Fermi/LAT and Swift/BAT). Before the beginning of
our systematic search of high-redshift blazar candidates (see Ghis-
ellini et al. 2010, 2013), the serendipitous blazars known at z > 4
(green pentagons) could not provide sufficient statistics to continue
the calculation of comoving number density. For z > 4, the density
was assumed to decrease exponentially, as the corresponding one
for radio-quiet objects.

Nevertheless, a hint of different density distributions between
jetted and non-jetted objects was already visible in Ghisellini et al.
(2010) and Ghisellini et al. (2013). The two yellow pentagons in
Fig. 4 are the (all-sky) number densities derived from the five blazars
at 4 < z < 5 contained in the SDSS+FIRST sky area (three from
this work and two from Sbarrato et al. 2013a) and the two blazars
we classified at z > 5 (B2 1023+25 at z = 5.3, Sbarrato et al.
2012, Sbarrato et al. 2013b; SDSS J1146+403 at z = 5, Ghisellini
et al. 2014). Our observations clearly push towards an interesting
conclusion: the density of extremely massive black holes hosted
in jetted systems peak at least around z " 4, while the non-jetted
systems peak at z " 2–2.5. This suggests two different epochs of
SMBH formation, and the black holes that grow developing a jet
seem to be born earlier, and/or to grow faster.

The presence of a jet in AGN is commonly linked to high values of
black hole spin. This does not facilitate a fast accretion, according
to the common knowledge. Maximally spinning black holes (i.e.
with dimensionless spin values a " 0.998) accrete from accretion
discs that are thought to be more efficient radiators (# = 0.3; Thorne
1974). Spending energy in radiation makes the accretion of matter
on the black hole much less efficient, slowing down the accretion
process. As explained in Ghisellini et al. (2013), in fact, a spinning
black hole accreting at Eddington rate would need 3.1 Gyr to grow
from a seed of 100 to 109 M! (ignoring black hole merging). This
would imply that such massive black holes should not be visible at
z > 2.1, while their preferential formation epoch seems to be around
z " 4. In Ghisellini et al. (2013), some options for a faster accretion
in presence of a jet are explored. The available energy, in fact, is not
all radiated away, but contributes to amplifying the magnetic field

Figure 4. Comoving number density of supermassive black holes with
MBH > 109 M! hosted in radio-quiet (blue line, derived from the lumi-
nosity function by Hopkins, Richards & Hernquist 2007) and radio-loud
quasars (orange line). The radio-loud density is obtained from blazar num-
ber densities, by multiplying them by 450 = 2"2 (" = 15). Blue data and
the light blue line are derived from the $ -ray luminosity function obtained
by Fermi/LAT (Ajello et al. 2012). Red data points and the yellow line are
derived from the [15–55keV] luminosity function from Ajello et al. (2009),
modified as in Ghisellini et al. (2010). All the number density functions
are derived by integrating the corresponding luminosity functions at lumi-
nosities larger than what labelled in figure, to ensure that correspond to
MBH > 109 M!. Such a cut in luminosity selects objects that are the most
luminous in their corresponding bands, other than the most massive. Green
pentagons represent the state of the art before the beginning of our project,
with four serendipitous blazars in the 4 < z < 5 bin and the single detection
of Q0906+6930 at z > 5. The yellow pentagons are instead the number
densities derived from our results. In the redshift frame 5 < z < 6, the data
point is given by the two blazars we classified at z > 5 (B2 1023+25 and
SDSS J1146+403, both in the SDSS+FIRST region of the sky). At 4 < z

< 5, the new (yellow) lower limit is provided by the two already known
high-z blazars in the SDSS+FIRST survey (SDSS J083946.22+511202.8
and SDSS J151002.92+570243.3), along with the three classifications we
perform in this work. Our results confirm the existence of an early peak
(z " 4) of black hole formation in jetted AGN, in contrast to the main
formation epoch of massive radio-quiet quasars (z " 2.5).

and thus launching the jet. Considering this, the accretion is faster,
but black holes with MBH > 109 M! are still hard to form before
z " 4–5.

6 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work, we observed with Swift/XRT three blazar candidates
contained in the SDSS+FIRST survey, having redshifts between
4 and 5 and black hole masses exceeding 109 M!. We can clas-
sify SDSS J142048.01+120545.9, SDSS J222032.50+002537.5
and PMN J2134#0419 as blazars, thanks to the their bright and
hard X-ray spectrum. The full SED fitting in fact requires bulk
Lorentz factors " " 13, and viewing angles !v " 3$.

These three newly classified blazars join the other two already
known in the same region of the sky, same redshift bin, and black
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Table 6
Results of the Parametric Fit of the Total EGB

Foreground I100 ! Ecut I>100 "2/ndof "2/ndof "2/ndof
Model (MeV"1 cm"2 s"1 sr"1) (GeV) (cm"2 s"1 sr"1) (PLEa) (PLa) (BPLa)

Model A (1.48 ± 0.09) # 10"7 2.31 ± 0.02 362 ± 64 (1.13 ± 0.07) # 10"5 11.0/23 72.4/24 10.5/22
Model B (1.66 ± 0.09) # 10"7 2.28 ± 0.01 267 ± 37 (1.29 ± 0.07) # 10"5 13.5/23 130./24 11.3/22
Model C (1.28 ± 0.08) # 10"7 2.30 ± 0.02 366 ± 71 (0.98 ± 0.06) # 10"5 6.9/23 91.1/24 7.7/22

Notes. Parameters obtained from fits of the total EGB. Intensity I100, spectral index ! , and cutoff energy Ecut for a fit of the observed spectrum with the PLE function
given in Equation (1) are shown in Columns 2–4. The integrated IGRB intensity above 100 MeV, I>100, is found in Column 5. A comparison of the "2/ndof values
between the fit with the function in Equation (1) and alternative spectral models is given in Columns 6–8. The "2 values include systematic uncertainties.
a PLE = power-law plus exponential cutoff; PL = power law; BPL = broken power law.

Figure 8 compares the total EGB derived for foreground
models A, B, and C, respectively. Numerical values for the total
EGB intensities per energy band are given in Table 3. Again, we
use a "2 regression to test different functional parameterizations
of the spectrum. The best-fit parameters for a fit with a PLE
and "2 values for all tested spectral models are summarized in
Table 6. For the total EGB we find similarly as for the IGRB that
a PLE describes the spectral shape significantly better than an
unbroken PL. The cutoff energy is higher for the total EGB than
for the IGRB. As in the case of the IGRB, we cannot distinguish
an exponential cutoff spectral model from a BPL. Results of the
spectral fits are summarized in Table 6.

Systematic uncertainties in the total EGB spectrum arising
from modeling the Galactic foreground are indicated by the
shaded band in Figure 8, constructed using the identical methods
described in Section 5.2 for the IGRB.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have refined the measurement of the LAT IGRB intensity
relative to the analysis of Abdo et al. (2010b), which was based
on 10 months of LAT observations, now using 50 months of
accumulated data. The measurement lower bound has been
extended from 200 to 100 MeV, and we report the first IGRB
measurement with any instrument between 102 and 820 GeV.

The updated LAT IGRB spectrum remains consistent with a
featureless PL between 100 MeV and 100 GeV, and there is now
strong evidence for a high-energy cutoff feature. The spectrum
is well described by a PLE over the full analyzed energy range

from 100 MeV to 820 GeV. For each of the three benchmark
DGE models considered here, the PL index of the IGRB is $2.3
and the cutoff energy is $250 GeV (Table 4).

The total EGB is derived by adding resolved high-latitude
LAT sources (taken to be primarily extragalactic) to the mea-
sured IGRB intensity. At an energy of 100 GeV, roughly half of
the total EGB intensity has now been resolved into individual
sources by the LAT, predominantly blazars of the BL Lacertae
type. (The demographics of LAT sources detected at energies
above 10 GeV are discussed in Ackermann et al. 2013c). The
relative contribution of resolved sources becomes even more
pronounced at energies exceeding 100 GeV.

The intensities of the IGRB and the total EGB are compared to
the first LAT measurement of the IGRB in Abdo et al. (2010b) in
Figure 9. The two are compatible within the respective system-
atic uncertainties. Differences can be attributed to the combined
effects of a more accurate estimate of the CR background at low
energies and changes in the Galactic foreground model. Impor-
tantly, the model for atmospheric secondaries has been refined to
address discrepancies between data and simulation. The revised
background rate of misclassified CRs is up to 50% higher at a
few hundred MeV than the older estimates. This change con-
tributes to a reduced integrated IGRB intensity above 100 MeV
of 7.2 ± 0.6 # 10"6 photons cm"2 s"1 sr"1 in comparison to
the 1.03±0.17#10"5 photons cm"2 s"1 sr"1 reported in Abdo
et al. (2010b).

The intensity resolved into individual sources at latitudes
|b| > 20! did not change substantially between the two
measurements. This is consistent with the findings in Abdo
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Unresolved sources Diffuse processes
Blazars

Dominant class of LAT extra-
galactic sources. Many estima-
tes in literature.  EGB contribu-
tion ranging from 20% - 100% 

Non-blazar active galaxies
27 sources resolved in 2FGL 
~ 25% contribution of radio 
galaxies to EGB expected. 
(Inoue 2011)

Star-forming galaxies
Several galaxies outside the 
local group resolved by LAT. 
Significant contribution to EGB 
expected. (e.g. Pavlidou & Fields, 
2002)

GRBs
High-latitude pulsars

small contributions expected. 
(e.g. Dermer 2007, Siegal-Gaskins et al. 

2010) 

Intergalactic shocks
widely varying predictions of 
EGB contribution ranging from 
1% to 100% (e.g. Loeb & Waxman 
2000, Gabici & Blasi 2003)

Dark matter annihilation
Potential signal dependent on 
nature of DM, cross-section and 
structure of DM distribution 
(e.g. Ullio et al. 2002)

Interactions of UHE cosmic 
rays with the EBL

dependent on evolution of CR 
sources, predictions varying from 
1% to 100 % (e.g. Kalashev et al. 2009)

Extremely large galactic 
electron halo (Keshet et al. 2004)
  

CR interaction in small solar 
system bodys (Moskalenko & Porter 
2009)
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Figure 9. Comparison between the new and the original blazar sequence for all blazars. Note that the original blazar sequence considered five radio luminosity
bins, while the new one considers bins in the ! -ray band.

density U !
ext as measured in the comoving frame of the emitting jet

region, moving with a bulk Lorentz factor ". This is of the order:

U !
ext " "2 [UBLR + UT] , (5)

where the unprimed quantities are measured in the black hole frame.
UBLR and UT are the radiative energy densities due to the BLR and
the torus, respectively.

If the radius of the broad-line region (BLR), RBLR, scales
as RBLR " 1017L

1/2
d,45 cm, we have (see e.g. Ghisellini &

Tavecchio 2009):

UBLR = aLd

4#R2
BLRc

" 1
12#

erg cm#3. (6)

where we have assumed a covering factor a = 0.1 for the broad-line
clouds.

A similar argument can be made for the relevant distance of the
molecular torus. We can assume that the absorbing dust survives
at a temperature TT < 103 K. We can also assume that the torus
re-emits all the disc radiation it intercepts. This is a fraction f of Ld,
that depends on the geometry of the torus itself. For simplicity, and
very crudely, let us assume that its shape is similar to a portion of
a sphere of radius RT that is also the distance from the black hole.
Assuming that f 4#R2

T is the total surface of the torus, we have

4#f R2
T$SBT 4

T = f Ld $ RT " 1.2 % 1018L
1/2
d,45T

#2
T,3 cm. (7)

Since RT & L
1/2
d , also the energy density UT produced by the torus

is constant, as long as we are at a distance smaller than RT from the
black hole:

UT " 0.07f

12#
erg cm#3. (8)

We can conclude that in the comoving frame, U !
ext & "2, therefore

it is nearly constant if the "-factor is approximately the same in
different sources. In this case the cooling rate is the same in FSRQs
of different power.

For BL Lacs, instead, the main radiation mechanism for the high-
energy hump is the synchrotron self-Compton process. It strongly
depends upon the synchrotron radiation energy density in the

Figure 10. Top panel: the SED of a few FSRQs (PKS 1352–104, z = 0.33;
PKS 1346–112, z = 0.34; S4 0110+49, z = 0.389 and 5BZQ 1153+4931,
z = 0.334) compared with the SED of 1ES 0502+675 (z = 0.34), a blue
BL Lac object. All blazars have the same L! (they belong to the same bin
45 < log(L! /erg s#1) < 46), but they have very different SEDs. The red
(for the FSRQs) and blue (for the BL Lac object) lines correspond to a
model (Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2009) that tries to explain the IR to GeV
emission, including the thermal components. The black hole mass found for
the FSRQs is around 108M' and the disc luminosity is Ld = 0.1LEdd. For
BL Lac, we assumed a black hole mass 109M' and Ld = 104LEdd. Bottom
panel: the same occurs also at smaller luminosities. In this figure, PMN
0017–0512 (z = 0.227, orange line) is an FSRQ with a visible accretion disc
component, while PMN 2014–0047 (z = 0.23, black solid line) is a BL Lac
object. FSRQs with black hole of low mass and disc luminosity Ld " 0.1LEdd
have jets of relatively small luminosities, but have an SED looking alike the
most powerful blazars. On the contrary, BL Lacs with a large black hole
mass but with L(10#2LEdd may have the same L! but completely different
SEDs.
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Results 

•  EGB total intensity of 1.1×10-5 ph cm-2 s-1 sr-1 
•  Blazars contribute a grand-total of  (5-7)×10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 sr-1 

–  Resolved sources : ~4×10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 sr-1 
–  Unresolved blazars: ~(2-3)×10-6 ph cm-2 s-1 sr-1 (in agreement with Abdo+10) 
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(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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jets (Urry & Padovani 1995). The fraction of radio galaxies
with viewing angle <! is given as " = (1 ! cos ! ). In this
study, the fraction of gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies is derived
as " = 0.081, as discussed in Section 3.3. Then, the expected
! is !24". The viewing angle of NGC 1275, M 87, and Cen
A is derived as 25", 10", and 30" by SED fitting (Abdo et al.
2009b, 2009c, 2010c), respectively. Therefore, our estimation
is consistent with the observed results.

Here, beaming factor # is defined as !!1(1!$ cos ! )!1, where
! is the bulk Lorentz factor of the jet and $ =

!
1 ! 1/!2.

If ! # 10, which is typical for blazars, # becomes #1 with
! = 24". This value means no significant beaming effect
because the observed luminosity is #4 times brighter than that in
the jet rest frame. On the other hand, if 2 ! ! ! 4, # becomes
greater than 2 with ! = 24" (i.e., the beaming effect becomes
important). Ghisellini et al. (2005) proposed the spine and layer
jet emission model, in which the jet is composed of a slow jet
layer and a fast jet spine. The difference of ! between blazars
and gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies would be interpreted using
a structured jet emission model.

We note that " depends on %r , as in Section 3.2. By changing
%r by 0.1 (i.e., to 0.7 or 0.9), " and ! change by a factor of 1.4 and
1.2, respectively. Thus, even if we change %r , the beaming effect
is not effective if ! # 10 but with a lower ! value, 2 ! ! ! 4.

5.2. Uncertainty in the Spectral Modeling

As pointed out in Section 2, there are uncertainties in SED
modeling because of small samples, such as the photon index (!)
and the break photon energy (&br). In the case of blazars, Stecker
& Salamon (1996) and Pavlidou & Venters (2008) calculated
the blazar EGRB spectrum including the distribution of the
photon index by assuming Gaussian distributions even with
#50 samples. We performed the Kolomogorov–Smirnov test
to determine the goodness of fit of the Gaussian distribution
to our sample, and to check whether the method of Stecker &
Salamon (1996) and Pavlidou & Venters (2008) is applicable to

our sample. The chance probability is 12%. This means that the
Gaussian distribution does not agree with the data. To investigate
the distribution of the photon index, more samples would be
required.

We evaluate the uncertainties in SED models by using various
SEDs. Figure 4 shows the total EGRB spectrum (absorbed +
cascade) from the gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies with various
photon index and break energy parameters. The contribution
to the unresolved Fermi EGRB photon flux above 100 MeV
becomes 25.4%, 25.4%, and 23.8% for ! = 2.39, 2.11, and
2.67, respectively. In the case of ! = 2.11, the contribution to
the EGRB flux above 10 GeV becomes significant. For the MeV
background below 10 MeV, the position of the break energy
and the photon index is crucial to determine the contribution
of the gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies. As shown in Figure 4,
higher break energy and softer photon index result in a smaller
contribution to the MeV background radiation. To enable further
discussion on the SED modeling, the multiwavelength spectral
analysis of all GeV-observed gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies is
required.

5.3. Flaring Activity

It is well known that blazars are variable sources in gamma
rays (see, e.g., Abdo et al. 2009a, 2010d). If gamma-ray-loud
radio galaxies are the misaligned populations of blazars, they
will also be variable sources. Kataoka et al. (2010) have recently
reported that NGC 1275 showed a factor of #2 variation in
the gamma-ray flux. For other gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies,
such a significant variation has not been observed yet (Abdo
et al. 2010b). Currently, therefore, it is not straightforward to
model the variability of radio galaxies. In this paper, we used
the time-averaged gamma-ray flux of gamma-ray-loud radio
galaxies in the Fermi catalog, which is the mean of the Fermi 1 yr
observation. More observational information (e.g., frequency)
is required to model the gamma-ray variability of radio galaxies.
Further long-term Fermi observation will be useful, and future
observation by ground-based imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
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spectrum is given by

dN/d! !
!
!"(p+1)/2 ! ! !br,
!"(p+2)/2 ! > !br,

(1)

where !br corresponds to the IC photon energy from electrons
with "br (Rybicki & Lightman 1979).

The SED fitting for NGC 1275 and M87 shows that the IC
peak energy in the rest frame is located at #5 MeV (Abdo et al.
2009b, 2009c). In this study, we use the mean photon index, !c,
as ! at 0.1–10 GeV and set a peak energy, !br, in the photon
spectrum at 5 MeV for all gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies as a
baseline model. Then, we are able to define the average SED
shape of gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies for all luminosities
as dN/d! ! !"2.39 at ! >5 MeV and dN/d! ! !"1.89 at
! ! 5 MeV by following Equation (1).

However, only three sources are currently studied with multi-
wavelength observational data. We need to make further studies
of individual gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies to understand their
SED properties in wide luminosity ranges. We examine other
spectral models in Section 5.2.

3. GAMMA-RAY LUMINOSITY FUNCTION

3.1. Radio and Gamma-ray Luminosity Correlation

To estimate the contribution of gamma-ray-loud radio galax-
ies to the EGRB, we need to construct a GLF. However, because
of the small sample size, it is difficult to construct a GLF using
current gamma-ray data alone. Here, the RLF of radio galax-
ies has been extensively studied in previous works (see, e.g.,
Dunlop & Peacock 1990; Willott et al. 2001). If there is a cor-
relation between the radio and gamma-ray luminosities, we are
able to convert the RLF to the GLF with that correlation. In
the case of blazars, it has been suggested that there is a corre-
lation between the radio and gamma-ray luminosities from the
EGRET era (Padovani et al. 1993; Stecker et al. 1993; Salamon
& Stecker 1994; Dondi & Ghisellini 1995; Zhang et al. 2001;
Narumoto & Totani 2006), although it has also been discussed
that this correlation cannot be firmly established because of flux-
limited samples (Muecke et al. 1997). Recently, using the Fermi
samples, Ghirlanda et al. (2010, 2011) confirmed that there is a
correlation between the radio and gamma-ray luminosities.

To examine a luminosity correlation in gamma-ray-loud radio
galaxies, we first derive the radio and gamma-ray luminosity
of gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies as follows. Gamma-ray
luminosities between the energies !1 and !2 are calculated by

L" (!1, !2) = 4#dL(z)2 S" (!1, !2)
(1 + z)2"! , (2)

where dL(z) is the luminosity distance at redshift, z, ! is the
photon index, and S(!1, !2) is the observed energy flux between
the energies !1 and !2. The energy flux is given from the photon
flux F" , which is in the unit of photons cm"2 s"1, above !1 by

S" (!1, !2) = (! " 1)!1

! " 2

"#
!2

!1

$2"!
" 1

%

F" , (! $= 2) (3)

S" (!1, !2) = !1 ln(!2/!1)F" , (! = 2). (4)

Radio luminosity is calculated in the same manner.
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Figure 1. Gamma-ray luminosity at 0.1–10 GeV vs. radio luminosity at 5 GHz.
The square and triangle data represent FRI and FRII galaxies, respectively. The
solid line is the fit to all sources.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 1 shows the 5 GHz and 0.1–10 GeV luminosity relation
of Fermi gamma-ray-loud radio galaxies. Square and triangle
data represent FRI and FRII radio galaxies, respectively. The
solid line shows the fitting line to all the data. The function is
given by

log10(L" ) = ("3.90±0.61) + (1.16±0.02) log10(L5 GHz), (5)

where errors show 1$ uncertainties. In the case of blazars, the
slope of the correlation between L" (>100 MeV), luminosity
above 100 MeV, and radio luminosity at 20 GHz is 1.07 ± 0.05
(Ghirlanda et al. 2011). The correlation slopes of gamma-ray-
loud radio galaxies are similar to those of blazars. This indicates
that the emission mechanism is similar in gamma-ray-loud radio
galaxies and blazars.

We need to examine whether the correlation between the
radio and gamma-ray luminosities is true or not. In the flux-
limited observations, the luminosities of samples are strongly
correlated with redshifts. This might result in a spurious lu-
minosity correlation. As in previous works on blazar samples
(Padovani 1992; Zhang et al. 2001; Ghirlanda et al. 2011),
we perform a partial correlation analysis to test the correla-
tion between the radio and gamma-ray luminosities exclud-
ing the redshift dependence (see the Appendix for details).
First, we calculate the Spearman rank–order correlation co-
efficients (see, e.g., Press et al. 1992). The correlation co-
efficients are 0.993, 0.993, and 0.979 between log10 L5 GHz
and log10 L" , between log10 L5 GHz and redshift, and between
log10 L" and redshift, respectively. Then, the partial correlation
coefficient becomes 0.866 with chance probability 1.65%10"6.
Therefore, we conclude that there is a correlation between the
radio and gamma-ray luminosities of gamma-ray-loud radio
galaxies.

3.2. Gamma-ray Luminosity Function

In this section, we derive the GLF of gamma-ray-loud radio
galaxies, %" (L" , z). There is a correlation between the radio
and gamma-ray luminosities as shown in Equation (5). With
this correlation, we develop the GLF by using the RLF of radio
galaxies, %r (Lr, z), with radio luminosity, Lr. The GLF is given
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Figure 7. Estimated contribution of unresolved star-forming galaxies (both
quiescent and starburst) to the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray emission measured
by the Fermi-LAT (black points; Abdo et al. 2010f). The shaded regions indicate
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the contributions of the
respective populations. Two different spectral models are used to estimate the
GeV gamma-ray emission from star-forming galaxies: a power law with photon
index 2.2, and a spectral shape based on a numerical model of the global gamma-
ray emission of the Milky Way (Strong et al. 2010). These two spectral models
should be viewed as bracketing the expected contribution since multiple star-
forming galaxy types contribute, e.g., dwarfs, quiescent spirals, and starbursts.
We consider only the contribution of star-forming galaxies in the redshift range
0 < z < 2.5. The gamma-ray opacity of the universe is treated using the
extragalactic background light model of Franceschini et al. (2008). Several
previous estimates for the intensity of unresolved star-forming galaxies are
shown for comparison. Thompson et al. (2007) treated starburst galaxies as
calorimeters of CR nuclei. The normalization of the plotted curve depends on
the assumed acceleration efficiency of SNRs (0.03 in this case). The estimates
of Fields et al. (2010) and by Makiya et al. (2011) incorporate results from the
first year of LAT observations. Fields et al. (2010) considered the extreme cases
of either pure luminosity evolution and pure density evolution of star-forming
galaxies. Two recent predictions from Stecker & Venters (2011) are plotted: one
assuming a scaling relation between IR-luminosity and gamma-ray luminosity,
and one using a redshift-evolving Schechter model to relate galaxy gas mass to
stellar mass.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

this component and to predict the cosmogenic ultra-high energy
neutrino flux originating from charged pion decays of the ultra-
high energy CR interactions (Ahlers et al. 2010; Berezinsky
et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011).

Galactic sources, such as a population of unresolved millisec-
ond pulsars at high Galactic latitudes, could become confused
with isotropic diffuse emission as argued by Faucher-Giguère
& Loeb (2010). Part of the IGRB may also come from our Solar
System as a result of CR interactions with debris of the Oort
Cloud (Moskalenko & Porter 2009).

Finally, a portion of the IGRB may originate from “new
physics” processes involving, for instance, the annihilation or
decay of dark matter particles (Bergström et al. 2001; Ullio et al.
2002; Taylor & Silk 2003).

Studies of anisotropies in the IGRB intensity on small angular
scales provide another approach to identify IGRB constituent
source populations (Siegal-Gaskins 2008). The fluctuation an-
gular power contributed by unresolved star-forming galaxies is
expected to be small compared to other source classes because
star-forming galaxies have the highest spatial density among
confirmed extragalactic gamma-ray emitters, but are individ-
ually faint (Ando & Pavlidou 2009). Unresolved star-forming
galaxies could in principle explain the entire IGRB intensity
without exceeding the measured anisotropy (Ackermann et al.
2012a). By contrast, the fractional contributions of unresolved
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Figure 8. Relative contribution of star-forming galaxies to the isotropic diffuse
gamma-ray background according to their redshift and total IR luminosity
(8–1000 µm) normalized to the total contribution in the redshift range 0 < z <
2.5. Top panel: solid contours indicate regions of phase space which contribute
an increasing fraction of the total energy intensity (GeV cm!2 s!1 sr!1) from all
star-forming galaxies with redshifts 0 < z < 2.5 and 108 L" < L8–1000 µm <

1013 L". Contour levels are placed at 10% intervals. The largest contribution
comes from low-redshift Milky Way analogues (L8–1000 µm # 1010 L") and
starburst galaxies comparable to M82, NGC 253, and NGC 4945. The black
dashed curve indicates the IR luminosity above which the survey used to generate
the adopted IR luminosity function is believed to be complete (Rodighiero et al.
2010). Bottom panel: cumulative contribution vs. redshift. As above, only the
redshift range 0 < z < 2.5 is considered.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

blazars and millisecond pulsars to the IGRB intensity are con-
strained to be less than #20% and #2%, respectively, due to
larger angular power expected for those source classes.

6. GALAXY DETECTION OUTLOOK
FOR THE FERMI-LAT

The scaling relations obtained in Section 4.3 allow straight-
forward predictions for the next star-forming galaxies which
could be detected by the LAT. We use the relationship between
gamma-ray luminosity and total IR luminosity to select the most
promising targets over a 10 year Fermi mission.

We begin by creating an IR flux-limited sample of galaxies
from the IRAS Revised Bright Galaxies Sample (Sanders et al.
2003) by selecting all the galaxies with 60 µm flux density
greater than 10 Jy (248 galaxies). Next, 0.1–100 GeV gamma-
ray fluxes of the galaxies are estimated using the scaling
relation between gamma-ray luminosity and total IR luminosity.
Intrinsic dispersion in the scaling relation is addressed by
creating a distribution of predicted gamma-ray fluxes for each
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Figure 3. Top panel: gamma-ray luminosity (0.1–100 GeV) vs. RC luminosity
at 1.4 GHz. Galaxies significantly detected by the LAT are indicated with filled
symbols whereas galaxies with gamma-ray flux upper limits (95% confidence
level) are marked with open symbols. Galaxies hosting Swift-BAT AGNs are
shown with square markers. RC luminosity uncertainties for the non-detected
galaxies are omitted for clarity, but are typically less than 5% at a fixed distance.
The upper abscissa indicates SFR estimated from the RC luminosity according to
Equation (2) (Yun et al. 2001). The best-fit power-law relation obtained using the
EM algorithm is shown by the red solid line along with the fit uncertainty (darker
shaded region), and intrinsic dispersion around the fitted relation (lighter shaded
region). The dashed red line represents the expected gamma-ray luminosity
in the calorimetric limit assuming an average CR luminosity per supernova
of ESN ! = 1050 erg (see Section 5.1). Bottom panel: ratio of gamma-ray
luminosity (0.1–100 GeV) to RC luminosity at 1.4 GHz.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Although these three SFR estimators are intrinsically linked,
each explores a different stage of stellar evolution and is
subject to different astrophysical and observational systematic
uncertainties.

Figures 3 and 4 compare the gamma-ray luminosities of
galaxies in our sample to their differential luminosities at
1.4 GHz, and total IR luminosities (8–1000 µm), respectively.
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but showing gamma-ray luminosity (0.1–100 GeV)
vs. total IR luminosity (8–1000 µm). IR luminosity uncertainties for the non-
detected galaxies are omitted for clarity, but are typically !0.06 dex. The
upper abscissa indicates SFR estimated from the IR luminosity according to
Equation (1) (Kennicutt 1998b).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

A second abscissa axis has been drawn on each figure to
indicate the estimated SFR corresponding to either RC or total
IR luminosity using Equations (2) and (1). The upper panels
of Figures 3 and 4 directly compare luminosities between
wavebands, whereas the lower panels compare luminosity ratios.
Taken at face value, the two figures show a clear positive
correlation between gamma-ray luminosity and SFR, as has
been reported previously in LAT data (see in this context Abdo
et al. 2010b). However, sample selection effects, and galaxies
not yet detected in gamma rays must be taken into account to
properly determine the significance of the apparent correlations.

We test the significances of multiwavelength correlations
using the modified Kendall " rank correlation test proposed by
Akritas & Siebert (1996). This method is an example of “survival
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•  Blazars, star-forming galaxies and radio galaxies can explain the intensity 
and the spectrum of the EGB 
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• Cosmological evolution of blazars 

• Blazars show luminosity-dependent density evolution 

• Evolution in gamma-ray and X-ray is contradicting. 

• Cosmic gamma-ray background radiation 

• = Blazars + Radio galaxies + Star-forming galaxies  

• But, contribution of radio galaxies and star-forming galaxies is uncertain 

• dark matter particles may also contribute.

Sum of Components 

•  Blazars, star-forming galaxies and radio galaxies can explain the intensity 
and the spectrum of the EGB 

Preliminary 

As usual: it does not include the systematic uncertainty on the EGB!
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